Introduction
It is not so long that electric lighting is accessible nearly anywhere, at any time of day. Rapid development of new power stations in the 20 th century enable proliferation of artificial light into every residence, offices, schools, hospitals, restaurants and other buildings which people can occupy. Now in 21 th century it can be noted new phrases in terms of light: "well -being", "light and health" or "circadian lighting". Recent researches brought new findings that light not only enables vision, but is also a critical signal to our biological systems, affecting circadian rhythms, pupillary response, alertness, and more. Humans are exposed to a substantial amount of electric lighting as well as natural light, all of which has some effect on our physiology regardless of the type of source. New researches related to light and health leads to the questions -how we should illuminate architectural spaces.
Whereas visual response to light is established in the long term, the researchers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] in these days try to find reliable model of non-image-forming response to light which takes in various physiological effects, including circadian, neuroendocrine, pupillary, behavioral, and other. Specific outcomes include the daily resetting of circadian clocks (a process called entrainment), as well as acute effects like pupil constriction, increasing alertness, and melatonin suppression. Light has been shown to be an effective clinical treatment for a variety of conditions, such as Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) [7] , but also plays an important role in maintaining daily physiological function. The non-image-forming photoreceptor system in our eyes is different from our visual system. Although it shares some of the same photoreceptors, it has its own unique spectral and temporal response to light stimuli [8] ; therefore traditional photometry do not accurately quantify the non-visual effect of a lighting stimulus.
New photoreceptor
During the last decade it was discovered that except rods and cones which dominate in the photoreceptive capacity of the retina, a few of the retinal output neurons (retinal ganglion cells) are also directly photo-sensitive. These intrinsically photoreceptive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) have the spectral sensitivity of melanopsin, an opsin photopigment they contain. ipRGCs comprise only a small fraction of the total ganglion cell population (1-5%, depending on the species and method of estimation), but project to all major retinorecipient parts of the brain, including those associated with non-visual responses.
Damage of ipRGCs interrupts non -image -forming responses, therefore these cells are the principal conduits of photic input to circadian and other systemic responses to light. Discovery of a new photoreceptor raises the possibility that the spectral sensitivity of non-image-forming responses could be fairly different from that of rod or cone based vision. Empirical observations have shown that circadian and other behavioral and physiological responses can indeed have very distinct spectral sensitivity. Ten analytic action spectra and many investigations based on selected wavelength comparisons of such responses in humans, non-human primates, and rodents revealed peak sensitivity in the short-wavelength portion of the visible spectrum (from 447 to 484 nm), fairly divergent from that predicted by Vλ (peak sensitivity at 555 nm). Some researches shows that total response of the non-visual photoreceptive system is a composite of inputs from the ipRGCs, rod and cone photoreceptors. [8] This mixed response can change based on the spectrum, intensity, and temporal pattern of the light, as well as the light exposure history and circadian adaptation state of the individual, which is one reason why characterizing non-visual photoreception with a single spectral weighting function has remained elusive.
A model of spectral sensitivity of human circadian system
Complexity of phototransduction of human circadian system requests new model of spectral sensitivity, because established photometric light measures that use the V λ spectral weighting function, such as photopic lux, are inadequate for quantifying light intended to regulate nonvisual physiology and behavior. For researchers, the absence of a suitable and agreed method of light measurement makes it difficult to compare findings or replicate experimental conditions. It also represents a significant barrier to relating laboratory findings to lighting applications, and makes it difficult for the lighting industry and regulators to predict the impact of different lighting regimes on behavioral and physiological systems. The fundamental problem in addressing this need has been the difficulty in determining a spectral weighting function (equivalent to V λ ) suitable for non-visual responses. [8] Some models have been established already, MS. 
Materials and Methods
It was chosen SPD of commercial artificial light sources commonly used in residential lighting as well as standard CIE illuminants together with two types of sky ("Clear" and "Cloudy") which were measured by spectroradiometer HR 4000 CG (Ocean Optics, USA). Each SPD was normalized to constant lumen output -100 lm. Then from each SPD it was calculated Correlated Colour Temperature (CCT), Colour Rendering Index (CRI), Circadian Stimulus (CS), Circadian Light (CL A ) and integral of energy values over the region 400 to 600 nm, which correspond to range of wavelength of spectral sensitivity of human circadian system (Fig.1) [3] . Circadian Light (CL A ) was scaled to 300 lx (corneal) for 300 lx at 2856K (300 lx at the cornea is comparable to about 1000 lx measured on a horizontal work surface illuminated by overhead electric lighting.). 
Results and Discussions
It is very common in lighting industry to use three-digit colour coding system by GE-Thorn (1990) which describes Correlated Colour Temperature (CCT) and Colour Rendering Index (CRI) of ligth source. For example: 830 means -min. 80CRI / 3000K. CCT and CRI give only highly approximated information regarding SPD, therefore correlation between CCT/CL A , CCT/CS and CCT/Σ E 400 -600 nm , respectively, was estimated in order to find out if colour coding system is sufficient for relation of human circadian system response. The results of calculations is stated in Table 1 . Following graphs represents correlation relation between Correlated Colour Temperature (CCT) and CL A , CS and Σ E 400 -600 nm . As can be seen in Fig. 2 , results of calculations provide good correlation only between CCT and Σ E 400 -600 nm (R 2 = 0,845), because light sources with high CCT contain usually more energy in region of SPD, which correspond to spectral sensitivity of human circadian system (Fig.1) . It is evident from Table 1 that LEDs emit no more short-wavelength (blue) energy than other sources at the same correlated color temperature (CCT).
Coefficients of determination in Figures 2 a and Σ E 400 -600 nm (c).
It can be noticed in Table 1 , that some SPD with relatively high CCT produce less value of CL A in comparison to standard illuminant A (CIE) for instance. In term of circadian stimulus (CS) it can be seen in Tab.1 that same value gives SPD with CCT 2450 K as well as 4000 K and 4150 K, respectively. Spectra of some light sources with similar; minimal (CIE F3) and maximal (CIE D75) CS value are plotted in The model is also able to predict disparity between the illuminance levels needed to suppress human nocturnal melatonin by narrow-band blue light (LED, λmax = 465 nm) and by polychromatic white light (mercury vapor). As can be seen from Fig. 4 the model predicts greater nocturnal melatonin suppression for the blue light than for the white light exposure, consistent with earlier findings, where the white light source required 450 lx at the eye to suppress nocturnal melatonin by 18%, whereas the blue light source only required 18 lx to suppress nocturnal melatonin by 34%. [9, 10] . In Fig. 4 it can be nicely seen the differences among corneal illuminance levels of various white light sources. For melatonin suppression by 40% is needed 600 lx of incandescent bulb light (2450 K / 95 CRI), whereas 250 lx of D75 (7500 K / 100 CRI) is sufficient for melatonin suppression at same value.
